
Scenario D Comments Stregths Challenges Buck Carlin Springs Tag

Please set aside a percentage of the property for affordable housing.

X X affordable housing

Please set aside a percentage of the property for affordable housing. X X affordable housing

There are no material strengths to this plan. Multi-level co-location is absolutely essential for 

these sites, and not having it in the plans in unacceptable. I can only see myself supporting a X X co-location

There are no material strengths to this plan. Multi-level co-location is absolutely essential for 

these sites, and not having it in the plans in unacceptable. I can only see myself supporting a 

plan that envisions multi-level co-location of facilities, and rejects--as a fundamental starting 

premise--open-air parking of operational equipment. Such parking must be structured, and the 

plans for these facilities must, at the outset, plan on usable space on top of structured, co-

locational facilities. X co-location

I am not sure that unprogrammed paved space is in line with all of the green initiatives we have 

in the county.

X X environment

An unpaved unprogrammed space just begs the question.  What is the plan?  We cannot have a 

middle school at the VHC land.  We cannot have a vernal pool that is home to a salamander 

that is not found anywhere else in the county within baseball throwing area of a middle school.  

We cannot have fireside chats next to a nature center that is lit by a stadium or by a lit soccer 

field.  It is less than a football field's distance from the VHC to the spot where the nature center 

does its fireside chats.  There are wetlands and a specially designated resource protection area 
X X environmental 

the scenario is simply unacceptable.  It cedes some of the best available land in the county to 

Arcland, which would forestall many sensible future uses and place an inappropriate facilitate 

in a residential neighborhood. The Buck property in an increasingly dense part of the county on 

the Metro corridor, 66 corridor and bike path, it forms an extended campus from W-L, Ed 

Center and Planetarium, Hayes Park and Science Focus.  the GLUP envisions services 
X X existing business

this is no good for Carlin Springs.  You are taking away a walk in day care and emergency 

medical facility for basically a dump.
X X existing business

There are no strengths given that Arcland is included for Buck and the use of Carlin Springs 

seems to only address a few urgent needs. I also do not understand why you would pave 

unprogrammed space- can't you save the money and leave it as is? The math of the Arcland 

deal is terrible for the County and limits long term use of the Buck property by the County. It 

should not be considered. X X land swap

1) A six-story storage cube in the front of the Buck site is grossly inappropriate. Such a 

centrally-located site should be used for public needs.

2) Not clear what stormwater management requirements would kick in with that new 

construction or a new building on the Carlin Springs site.

3) The parking areas on both sites look relatively under-assigned.
X X land swap

This would be a great deal for Arlington County.  Arlington gets more land in the  exchange, 

and it allows for buses to be parked in the industrial area of Shirlington.  This is a very low 

impact to Arlington, with little traffic and no demand on schools.  There is also virtually no 

impact to public utilities.  Arcland has proposed a high quality, attractive design.  I urge you to 

support this scenario. X X land swap
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least favorite of all plans! Don't like the idea of allowing Arcland to become a part of this 

plan... property should be for Arlington County uses only. No lease backs... Costs taxpayers 

much more in the future!  X land swap

Storage? Really?! In a residential neighborhood--agreeing to this option seriously limits the 

County's options for the future. Really dumb and short-sighted.
X X land swap

Worst overall.  Includes both Arcland possibility (terrible) and buses at Buck, both of which 

are bad ideas.  Least amount of recreation space. X X land swap

No!  No!  No! NO Arcland storage facility. X land swap

Given the likelihood of an increased number of students at the high school campus near the 

Buck site, it seems unwise to sell the land and lock in a self-storage unit at this site--

particularly when considering selling the land closest to that school. Doing so will limit its 

availability to be used by the county (including schools) in the future, which could have 

negative implications in a number of ways.



The Carlin Springs section of this plan is also concerning. Given the need for additional school 

space in the long-term and the challenges of putting high school seats on the Kenmore Middle 

School site as is, this spot might make an ideal location for a new middle school (with the  

Kenmore building expanded and turned into a comprehensive high school). Putting a new 

building on the site that does not consider future use for educational purposes is an unwise use 

of resources, as such a building would potentially have to be torn down or retrofitted in the 

relatively near future.
X X land swap

Does not limit ARCLAND space--maybe able to expand whenever they wish. Bus Depot is 

close to Quincy, making it less negatively impactful on single family homes. Traffic congestion 

and pedestrian safety still present issues in this scenario. X land swap

Very poor use of land by swapping with Arcland for prime location on property.

X X land swap

No Arcland property swap - it is a handcuff on future uses for the property.
X land swap

Not great on urgency, not good on flexibility.

I am concerned about the Arcland proposal, not because I dislike self-storage (OK, I think 

people shouldn't cling to stuff, but I've used it, so I get it, and there are two self-storage places 

near me and it's fine), but because I don't think we're getting a good financial deal and because 

I don't think we can accept the relative lack of flexibility.

X X land swap

Placing the Arcland building and bus parking along Quincy Street is an affront to the 

neighborhood characteristics of Quincy Street, and wasting the Carlin Springs property on 

"Unprogrammed Paved Space" is a shame. X X land swap

Regarding Buck, bus parking and storage unit are not friendly to such a walkable area. This is 

also a very expensive property for such a use. There are many families who live immediately 

adjacent to the property. How would buses and other vehicles enter and exit onto such a busy 

street as Quincy? X X land swap
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Buck - totally fine with storage space, but put it at the back of the property. X X land swap

Completely opposed to the use of any of this property for a Self Storage business.  This strikes 

me as a remarkable waste of space.
X X land swap

Buck Self - storage at the front of the property - just terrible for such a central part of 

Arlington. X X land swap

This seems like you are not maximizing the space on either property, and you are not 

addressing your ART bus parking needs.  Seems like a waste of two expensive acquisitions if 

you are not going to cover all of the most pressing needs, and allowing the self-storage facility 

at Buck greatly reduces flexibility for future uses.
X X land swap

1) Buck Scenario D provides no ART bus parking in a central, convenient location -- one that 

might enable the county to suspend paying rent for parking the buses elsewhere.

2) Using part of this valuable, centrally located space for public storage is a complete waste -- 
X X land swap

The Buck property neighborhood will probably not support the self-storage use of the property.  

Also, this option does not include any ART bus parking so where will the ART buses park?  

Overall, this is the least desirable option.
X X land swap

•	MORE LAND: County receives from Arcland 3.5 acres in Shirlington in exchange for 2.3 

acres at Buck; plus 1 acre Arcland receives at Buck may be leased back to the county for cost 

(taxes).  A recent county facility study identifies 20 acres of land needs to provide adequate 

county services, so every acre counts.

•	BETTER FINANCIALLY:  	

o	ART Bus fleet can expand in the county and the county can run routes it is currently paying 

WMATA to operate, saving millions of dollars.

o	County is currently leasing a portion of the Shirlington site, which expense would be saved 

in the swap transaction.  

o	Self storage at Buck would generate significant tax revenue for the county.

•	NO BUSES IN N. ARLINGTON: The swap would allow the ART Bus fleet to expand in 

Shirlington’s industrial neighborhood, rather than a residential neighborhood creating much 

less conflict and impact.

•	LOW IMPACT: Self storage creates very little traffic, no demand on schools, and extremely 

limited demand on public utilities.

•	MEET A COMMUNITY NEED: An influx of apartments in N. Arlington has created demand 

for self storage for those moving into the area as well as those downsizing.  Self storage is used 

by people across economic, social, and age spectrums at a time of need.  Additionally, self 

storage serves to facilitate small businesses creation by providing cost-effective work and 

inventory spaces in early stage companies.  

•	HIGH QUALITY DESIGN: The self storage building at Buck will be designed in context 

with the surrounding neighborhood – there is no “one-size fits all” template for self storage.

X X land use

The Buck property stretching along I-66 is accustomed to traffic noise as well as traffic on N. 

Quincy.   The Buck property appears to be ready made for this planned county expansion.
X X land use
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Thank you for not putting ART bus parking in residential areas yes.  It does seem that small 

spots of APS parking could be tremendously popular. I love any and all police campus uses on 

Carlin Springs!
X X land use

This scenario seems like a wolf in sheeps clothes. The Carlin Spring unprogrammed space 

sounds like asking for trouble. Especially that close to homes.

X X land use

None. This is the worst proposal of all. Unprogrammed paved space? To be used for what? My 

guess is that this is a ruse to get the impound lot AND APS parking at the Carlin Springs site. 

No! no! no! X X land use

VHC: I appreciate that this scenario does not include bus parking. X X land use

"Unprogrammed paved space"...not sure what this means and why this would be the best 

option.
X X land use

It is not a freaking bus lot.
X X land use

It is truly sad that the best scenario out of these lousy choices is a police impound lot. Why 

don't you ask the citizens of North Arlington if they'd like an impound lot in their 

neighborhood? It brings the wrong element to an area that has two elementary and a middle 
X X land use

VHC: I appreciate that this scenario does not include bus parking.

X X land use

VHC: What is the point of unprogrammed paved space? Could this space be better used for 

another pressing need? Senior housing, for example? Or open/field space? X X land use

At least there aren't buses.
X X land use

I support putting the vehicles in the Buck location.  It is bordered by I-66 on one side, reducing 

disturbances to nearby residential areas and has a reasonable 

X X land use

I do not support ANY use of the Carlin Springs site that involves added vehicles or additional 

facilities for sports/schools.  The traffic on Carlin Springs Road is already dangerously 

crowded.  The road cannot be widened.  School children frequently cross through that area 

which is already risky.   The noise would be problematic for the Manor Care Nursing Home 

across Carlin Springs Road.  This is a suburban area, not industrial or prepared for 

urbanization.   I will vote against any elected Arlington official who supports any of these uses 

for the Carlin Springs site, just as I voted against the proposed Columbia Pike trolley.
X X land use

The Police impound lot doesn't belong in a residential area.  The unprogrammed paved space 

will be used for what??????????  Another blank check.



Please look at the report of the neighborhood survey which was done for uses the adjacent 

neighborhoods recommend.
X X land use

ARCland is not next to Hayes Park
X X land use

This makes the most sense for Buck property. Existing buildings can be used by county.

X X land use
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With respect to the Carlin Springs site, this scenario has the advantage of not including any 

buses; that advantage is essentially cancelled out by leaving "unprogrammed" space instead of 

taking out the paving and converting the unused space to passive recreational open space.  

Although a police impound lot is not a particularly attractive option for the Carlin Springs site, 

it is relatively positive that it is not located directly adjacent to the north-adjacent houses in 

Glencarlyn.  An impound lot can have traffic in or out 24/7, with backing up and beeping 

vehicles. X X land use

Including "paved unprogrammed space" at the Carlin Springs site is just a way of trying to 

obtain community approval of a general plan and then adding some objectionable and 

inappropriate use to the site in the future (school swing site, 40 school trailers, DES heavy 
X X land use

This seems to really restrict future use. And where do the buses go? I don't like how we have to 

pay to use property that would have been ours.
X X land use

Unprogrammed paved space at Carlin Springs?  Doesn't seem like a good idea, and certainly 

not environmentally friendly.



No self storage across from the high school.  Fire, police, EMS are fine, but self storage isn't 

needed in this neighborhood near a school.
X X land use

With respect to the Carlin Springs site, this scenario has the advantage of not including any 

buses; that advantage is essentially cancelled out by leaving "unprogrammed" space instead of 

taking out the paving and converting the unused space to passive recreational open space.  

Although a police impound lot is not a particularly attractive option for the Carlin Springs site, 

it is relatively positive that it is not located directly adjacent to the north-adjacent houses in 

Glencarlyn.  An impound lot can have traffic in or out 24/7, with backing up and beeping 

vehicles. X X land use

OK on urgency X X land use

Including "paved unprogrammed space" at the Carlin Spring site is just a way of trying to 

obtain community approval of a general plan and then adding some objectionable and 

inappropriate use to the site in the future (school swing site, 40 school trailers, DES heavy 

equipment service yard, etc.--there are lots of awful things that could land there).  The only 

way this scenario could be acceptable is if the paving is removed on the north side of the 

property and converted to passive recreational open space.



A police impound lot could be strongly lighted after dark, which can create a light pollution 

X X land use

Way too much paved space.  I really don't understand why we need a surface impound lot. 

 Can't we lease one or partner with another city.  Such a waste of space. It is appalling to me to 

think that this Commission believes that the highest and best use of this land is a surface 

parking lot.  A surface parking lot is always a terrible use of land.  You can always put parking 

below something else to effectively get multiple uses from the same space.
X X land use
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If you're not going to use any of the Buck land for schools, this scenario makes the most sense. 

The ART bus fleet belongs down at Four Mile Run, but APS bus parking should be located 

more centrally, like at the Buck site because of it's central location.

X X land use

CS Overly dense coverage of the property.

Much more reasonable if paved area on north end removed. Paved space likely to turn into high 

usage parking. X X land use

Terrible scenario. Self storage location and bus parking should not front on Quincy Street!  

You will ruin our home values of this quiet little neighborhood!  Locating anything on land 

identified for fields for an APS school expansion is wrong.  The Buck property should be 

preserved for fields and open space for the students you are jamming into the Ed Center 

building and Washington Lee .   I would locate the police impound lot adjacent to 395 where 

the old Arlington Parks and Recreation building is along Four Mile Drive and relocate their 

offices to one of the many office buildings on the Buck property.

X X neighborhood-impact

Buck: worst option - with both the bus parking and the self storage building right at the front of 

the property. X X neighborhood-impact
THESE SCENARIOS DO NOT REFLECT THE WISHES OF THE GLENCARLYN 

COMMUNITY, PRESENTED IN OUR JOINT NEIGHBORHOOD TASK FORCE SURVEY 

REPORT. X X neighborhood-impact

Again, it makes no sense to locate industrial operations in a residential neighborhood. 

Arlington's greatest need is space for schools, particularly given the growth projections. The 

X neighborhood-impact

As a resident of GlenCarlyn, this seems as if it will have the least impact on traffic and the 

parkland/surrounding area.

X X neighborhood-impact

Buck Bus parking is farthest away possible from Single Family Homes. X X neighborhood-impact

CS Higher intensity use away from houses.

X X neighborhood-impact

Buck:  No no no.  Junk junk junk!  You will ruin the neighborhood and Quincy St will be filled 

w heavy vehicles rolling into the lot.  Plus, you will endanger the addition 600 students to be 

sat at W-L.  Park the buses at the schools they service. X X neighborhood-impact

noise due to buses next to some houses bordering the southern part of the buck property--

Middle School kids are picked up starting at 7AM--what time would the buses on the Buck 

X X neighborhood-noise

Traffic safety (lot ingress, lot egress, and 14th Street congestion), bus pollution, and sound 

ordinance for adjoining neighborhood on 14th Street. Potential neighborhood safety and 

security issues associated with police impound lot. X X neighborhood-traffic
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My household is very concerned with the impact of the possible scenarios for use of the Urgent 

Care Center property on South Carlin Springs Road.  Carlin Springs cannot support the traffic 

that would result from using these spaces for vehicle storage, nor can we endanger our children 

who walk to school along the route every day.  The nearby park and Arlington's environmental 

health would be adversely impacted by the resulting noise pollution, light pollution, and air 

pollution, as well as soil and water contamination.



South Arlington is ALWAYS the dumping ground for facilities that North Arlington does not 

want to host and suffers environmental injustice in that the lower economic standing of the 

average household results in a disproportionate exposure of pollutants and denial of programs 

that would improve the community (such as improved transportation along Columbia Pike).  

North Arlington should pull its weight and the Carlin Springs parcel should be made parkland 

or put to use in a way that will not result in greater environmental degradation of the area. X X neighborhood-traffic

Locating the indicated County service areas on S. Carlin Springs Road would have a severe 

negative impact on this already crowded N/S corridor.   



The addition of the heavy traffic on S. Carlin Springs Road resulting from this scenario would 

X X neighborhood-traffic

Putting a police impound lot on this site would create serious traffic issues for Carlyn Springs 

Road.  There is only one entrance to the site from Carlyn Springs Road.
X X neighborhood-traffic

Buck - bus parking adds to already crowded streets, self storage facility in residential 

neighborhood X X neighborhood-traffic

Carlin Springs Scenario D: Increased Traffic on an already heavily congested South Carlin 

Springs Road. X neighborhood-traffic

NONE X neighborhood-traffic

Adding significant traffic to an already over congested main artery is an unacceptable option. 

There are strengths to this scenario. X X neighborhood-traffic

There are no strengths to putting fleets worth of vehicles on Carlin Springs Road. None. Have 

you all lost your mind??? Carlin Springs Road is already overcrowded with vehicles. It's the 

main reasons the KMS site was objected to for the 1300 seat school. It makes NO sense to put 

a parking lot on this property which will only add to the congestion, noise, and air pollution 

already in full effect on that road. Put a park in here or a pool or a save it to move KMS later 

when you are going to build up the KMS site to put in a HS. The LAST THING you should do 

is put more vehicles on this road. HAVE SOME SENSE!!

X X neighborhood-traffic

We live in Forest Glen and live with the challenges of congestion and traffic on Carlin Springs 

Road every day.  This will add to those challenges , our safety and our quality of life.



Our ingress and egress is limited and and our quality of life has been diminished greatly 
X X neighborhood-traffic

On the other hand, this may still cause an increase in traffic on the already congested 

north/south artery that is Carlin Springs road.

X X neighborhood-traffic

Traffic and many coming to the impound lot. X X neighborhood-traffic
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Traffic - impound lot - really.  Congested and ugly. X X neighborhood-traffic

Huge unprogrammed paved space on carlin springs--what is this for? It would look so ugly. If 

this option is chosen please plant a wall of trees/greenery along carlin springs to shield the big 

open paved space from view. X X open space

This scenario is terrible. I do not agree with giving the land to Arcland. I also think "paved 

unprogrammed space" is a crazy idea at Carlin Springs. The property is next to a park. Have 

green space and natural areas, but why pave it? There are already too many paved areas in 

Arlington (parking lots and plazas). X X open space

Although I do not know much about the various uses in this option, it is definitely a better 

option than any of the other ones at the Carlin Springs site.  This option does not have any bus 

parking, which I am very much against.  It also includes the Passive Recreation Open Space. X X open space

Why unused pavement instead of rec/open space?  It can always be paved over later. X open space

CS: Not enough green space X X open space

Some open space. X X open space

Why would there be unprogrammed paved space at the Carlin Springs site? What a colossal 

waste. Are you joking? You're creating a heat island on purpose?  What ever happened to 

putting all the Fire and Emergency stuff up at Donaldson Run near the salt dome? Wasn't that 

supposed to happen? Guess that neighborhood was smart and got their people onto JFAC so 

that every less desirable thing could be shoved into South Arlington.

X X open space

Regarding Buck, there is more green space. X X open space

Carlin Springs much nicer green space

X X open space

Why are sports fields not included in any of the short-term scenarios?  It is a short-term need in 

2019 just like police vehicles and the emergency operations center.   Why can't ART Bus 

Parking be in a garage with a sports field on top?  Why is "passive" recreation space being 

considered but not "active" recreation space for sports which support Arlington's goal for a 

X open space

Each Scenario being submitted separately. X X X other

I would need to know more about the various uses (fire, police, and DES) before deciding if 

this is really a good option.

X other

Each Scenario being submitted separately. X X X X other

1) Buck Scenario D - I can think of no strengths for this scenario.

2) Carlin Springs Scenario D - I can think of no strengths for this scenario. X X other

Good gosh.  See my blurps re A, B, C. X X other

See above for opposition to APS bus parking, police and fire vehicle storage.

X X other

None for Buck property

X X other

Again, define the roles of these offices/functions. Lights and noise around the clock? X X other

Buck A: None X X other
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1) Buck Scenario D - I can think of no strengths for this scenario.

2) Carlin Springs Scenario D - I can think of no strengths for this scenario. X X X other

Use the Buck property as an elementary school X X school

1. None of the scenarios include APS.  Arlington public schools are running out of space.  

Indeed, ASFA (which is across the street from "Buck," is already at 121% capacity.

X schools

You need to prepare this site to be used as a junior high once the planners stop daydreaming 

and focus on the reality that Arlington is knocking down small  and building large family 

homes with school age kids, and that kids live in apartments and condos too.   Kenmore  will 

eventually be the fourth comprehensive HS, and we will need a new middle school.   So prep 

this area for middle school, it will happen within 5 years. X X schools

Any site plan should include land allocated for school use.
X schools
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I'm very sad that none of these solutions include a fourth high school option.
X X schools

Carlin Springs - incredibly wasteful use of a space that is ideal for a school. What is "swing 

space"? We need space for 7 more schools - a full high school, 2 more middle schools and 2-4 

more elementary schools. Unplanned paved space is ridiculous - creating water runoff without 

delivering any valuable usage!

X X schools

Need more space for schools X X schools

Like having APS swing space and recreation/open space - WHERE to site these 2 amenities 

would depend upon upcoming high school siting decisions.

X X schools

This is a terrible use for this prime property. Buck should be used for fields for schools. Carlin 

Springs should be used for a new school building. JFAC - why are you ignoring pressing 

school needs? School population is exploding and the limited land left in the county is needed 

for new school buildings and fields. I cannot think of what other needs are more pressing than 

schools. ART and school bus parking do not need to go on prime land. Buses can be parked in 

school parking lots after hours or land can even be rented our purchased outside of the county. 


X schools

I see no effort in Scenario D to resolve any of APS' overcrowding, yet these may represent the 

last two substantially sized parcels of land that the County may be able to acquire.

Scenario D seem to score fairly low on the flexibility scales, which seems unfortunate for long-

term land use.

I'm not understanding the need for "unprogrammed paved space" at Carlin Spring when the 

powerpoint presentation outlines many pressing needs that the County (including APS) have 

for land use?

X schools

Maintains a lot of current space.
resuse

I've seen these new CubeSmart buildings that Arcland builds and they are fantastic. You 

should see the one on Lee Hwy at 66 (although I don't think the developer is not Arcland)--it's 

the most attractive building in the neighborhood. Plus, there aren't enough self-storage options 

for us in this neighborhood. I fully support this transaction. It's a win-win for the county and 

for the developer.
X land use-storage

I live in the nearby Ashton Heights neighborhood and there is definitely a need for self storage 

in this part of the County.  With residential density only increasing, this would be a nice 

amenity to have.  I already put up two Rubbermaid plastic sheds I

X land use-storage
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1) Buck Scenario D provides no ART bus parking in a central, convenient location -- one that 

might enable the county to stop paying rent for parking its buses elsewhere.

2) Using part of this valuable, centrally located space for public storage is a complete waste -- 

particularly as the S. Arlington land being considered for this swap is less valuable, flood-

prone and MUCH more suitable for an industrial/public storage facility use.

3) Purchasing land only to leasing it back won’t help to erase the documented shortage of 

public land, and it is counter-productive and short-sighted. Rather than providing for several 

county needs that will continue well into future years, the county would be giving up the 

primary advantage in acquiring the parcel. It would require the county to look elsewhere over 

the long term to meet pressing government-services/public space needs at an additional (and 

likely higher) cost in future years.

4) Buck Scenario D provides for fewer government/public uses than Scenarios A&amp;C.



1) Carlin Springs Scenario D is just one GIANT PARKING LOT next to an environmentally 

sensitive area and a vulnerable watershed, which will degrade the nearby parkland and stream 

with the GIGANTIC increase in heat-trapping and stormwater-runoff producing impervious 

surfaces.

2) The greatly reduced green space is inconsistent at a minimum with the spirit of restrictions / 

covenant to keep this space natural and undeveloped.

3) This scenario does not reuse the existing building.

4) It requires a much larger new building for several uses, which is a greater capital cost than 

reusing existing space/buildings on the Buck site.

X c c land use

I like the idea of distributing bus parking in both north and south Arlington and I'd assume the 

county could see some cost savings (less time, less fuel) by distributing buses in this manner. X

Please include affordable housing into the design and implementation. X

X

None
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* Arcland self-storage at Buck:

   - Inappropriate for residential neighborhood and fronting on Quincy St. makes this even 

worse.

   - Creates additional traffic as seats added at W-L. People storing things may have full cars, U-

Hauls, etc. that limit visibility and increase the risk of accidents.

   - Vastly reduces flexibility of space for different solutions in the future

   - Unidentified possible future DES needs create a wildcard

* Bus parking at Buck is inappropriate for residential neighborhood. Fronting on Quincy St. is 

an eyesore.

   - Busses ad traffic and pedestrian safety issues at time when hundreds of new students likely 

to be added at the W-L / Ed Center

* Again, path from Hayes Park to Quincy really doesn’t add anything over access via 14th St. 

or bike trail. 

   - Suggest path be eliminated and the entire area used as neighborhood buffer if this plan 

pursued.

* Why spend money to create an unprogrammed paved space at Carlin Springs?

* Again, unclear why Carlin Springs has such a large percent allocated to open space when 

they already have Glencarlyn Park and Long Branch Nature Center in same area. Very limited 

sharing of burden vs. Buck. x x x land use

* On the Buck property, the addition of a trail connecting 15th St N/Hayes Park with Quincy 

would be a great improvement to the network for biking and walking in this area.

* On the Carlin Springs property, is there an opportunity to use open space as an outdoor 

classroom for APS? Can the paths proposed for this property be connected to Long Branch 

Park? x x x connectivity 
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1. The 10-year + Project List indicates that APS busing would also include a fuel island, and I 

am opposed to having a fuel island near schools and residential areas.  

2. This scenario image does not have an ingress/egress that aligns with the current 

entrance/exit?  Is the plan that green space would be cut through to create such an 

ingress/egress?  Note that the area has hills, and significant grading may be required to modify 

the location of the ingress/egress.  

3. Placement of buses at the Buck site will significantly contribute to traffic issues on Quincy 

Street, 14th Street N, and other neighborhood streets in the area.  I live on 14th Street N and we 

already hear traffic from I-66, have multiple school buses on our street, and have several 

commuters that use the neighborhood street as a through-way to get between Quincy Street and 

Kirkwood Avenue.  Adding APS buses to the Buck site will exacerbate the existing high traffic 

levels.  Also, it is not clear that it will be easy for buses to navigate around the Buck property 

under this scenario.  

2. This scenario destroys existing buildings, requires building new buildings, and requires a 

lease back agreement.

3.The 10-year + Project List indicates that the Police Impound Lot, Police Mobile Equipment, 

Fire Reserve Vehicles, and Office of Emergency Management could be located anywhere.

4.  Carlin Springs Scenario E notes "fields atop bus parking (long term)".  Why is that not a 

long term option for this scenario? x x x

neighborhood impact-

traffic

A parking lot, material staging and an impound lot are bad ideas. This property needs to 

enhance the surrounding neighborhoods, not make the area look more industrial with material 

staging and and an impound lot!  The surrounding neighborhoods have a lot of low income 

families which should be uplifted with beneficial community resources... not a county wide 

staging area and impound lot. x land use

absolutely none-no strengths

All for Carlin:

None-no strengths x

All for Carlin:

Police impound lot lowers the attractiveness of the area. If developed here, why on the side 

facing Carlin?

Unprogrammed paved space? Listing space as unprogrammed does not seem like using the 

land appropriately. 

Odd shape for recreation space. x land use



Scenario D Comments Stregths Challenges Buck Carlin Springs TagAll of these proposals seem to assume that significant investments would be made in order to 

make these parcels suitable for the what are billed as "short term" uses.  Yet, the investment 

that would be required would very likely mean these uses will become the long term uses of 

these properties.  JFAC and the County/APS needs to make a comprehensive plan to needs of 

the County/APS in the long term.  This plan should include joint uses on sites and creative 

solutions, like using awkwardly shaped parcels or space underneath highways to store 

materials.  Any comprehensive plan and any plan that involves significant investment of 

County resources should include a full and robust transportation analysis.  Finally, JFAC and 

the County/APS must be aware of the broader needs of the community, not only the needs of 

the County government and APS, and the effect of these land use decisions on the Arlington 

real estate market and indirectly on the provision of services that meet these needs.



The fact that JFAC is making these separate decisions, based on limited, immediately available 

opportunities is extremely disappointing.  The County and APS should, working with JFAC, 

develop a holistic plan to address their space needs. This plan should look beyond the model 

that Arlington currently follows for County- and Schools-owned land: locating individual 

County facilities on each parcel, and focusing on only serving County/APS needs with 

County/APS land, even in the short term.



The "short-term" uses proposed by JFAC seem to be planned for at least a decade, and likely 

far into the future.  The proposals considered by JFAC entail significant demolition and 

construction, which does not make financial sense for the a true "short-term".  Yet, JFAC and 

the County/APS have not identified a comprehensive plan to address County/APS needs.  If the 

County/APS invest in the necessary improvements to make these sites suitable for these uses, it 

seems like the obvious choice that these uses will become the long-term uses for these sites.  

Yet, JFAC and the County/APS aren't making these decisions with an eye toward long-term 

uses.



None most of these scenarios involve more creative solutions for these parcels.  E.g. The x planning

Any plans for property on Carlin Springs Road in South Arlington needs to take into account 

the 1) current volume of traffic (note when traffic counts were published – the amount of traffic 

between Glen Carlyn Rd turn onto Carlin Springs to Route 50 northbound was quite similar to 

the amount of traffic traveling on 50 eastbound , 2) the neighborhoods that have no other 

access out of their neighborhood other than Carlin Springs Road, 3) there are 5 schools (2 are 

in Fairfax county) plus a Nursing Home/Rehab facility in that immediate area between 50 and 

Columbia Pike, 3) current school bus activity, pedestrians, commuter bus traffic and cyclists 4) 

inability for emergency vehicles to get through during peak traffic hours (many times 

southbound traffic from North of 50 on Carlin Springs road backs up beyond Arlington Forest 

Pool property 5) increased coverage of land in an area with a high water table (there is a reason 

that they call it Carlin Springs!).  Please consider the safety of the students, residents and many 

visitors to and through the area as well as the quality of life of the local residents. x neighborhood impact



Scenario D Comments Stregths Challenges Buck Carlin Springs Tag

APS needs to think about the Buck property in conjunction with the proposals at W-L.  If 600-

1300 students are going to be added across the street, this space here necessarily should be 

used in conjunction with the W-L proposals.  E.g., more field space and/or instruction space, 

theaters, etc. and whatever else is going to be needed in proximity to that new population of 

students.  Vehicles should be stored elsewhere. x x schools
Arcland storage facility.,and reduce ed amount t of green. Space as compared to other 

scenarios. x x land swap

Arlington Science Focus School (ASFS) is facing significant overcrowding, which will likely 

only get worse after the latest school board vote passing a new Enrollment and Transfer Policy.  

It is of critical importance that ASFS have sufficient space to house its students.  It is already 

unacceptable that so many students in Arlington (and at ASFS, specifically) attend classes in 

trailers.  Insufficient classroom space and overcrowding impacts the desirability of Arlington 

as a place for families to live, and risks diminishing property values and county revenue over 

time.  None of the scenarios proposed provide sufficient space for ASFS to expand to handle 

the influx of new students that will occur when the new Options and Transfer Policy takes 

effect for the 2018-2019 school year.  JFAC needs to consider using the TWO buildings on this 

site closest to Hayes Park (east of the Buck site).  One could hold classroom space while the 

other (the gymnastics center) could be converted to a gymnasium / multipurpose space.  These 

ideas need to be fully explored and considered. x x schools

ASFS needs the two buildings on this site closest to Hayes Park (east side of the Buck site). 

One could hold classroom space while the other building (the gymnastics center) could be 

converted to gymnasium/multipurpose space. x reuse

ASFS needs to expand onto the eastern portion of Buck.  The two eastern buildings should be 

used for ASFS.



A new elementary school should be planned for the western section of Buck



Where are the athletic fields to support W-L expansion? x schools

ASPS must be able to use the Buck site for the expansion of students that will occur when the 

new Options and Transfer Policy takes effect for the 2018-19 school year. ASFS must be 

granted permission to use the TWO buildings on this site closest to Hayes Park (east side of the 

Buck site).  One could hold classroom space while the other building (the gymnastics center) 

could be converted to gymnasium/multipurpose space.  You must consider this proposal so 

ASFS can explore these scenarios more deeply. x schools



Scenario D Comments Stregths Challenges Buck Carlin Springs Tag

ASPS must be able to use the Buck site for the expansion of students that will occur when the 

new Options and Transfer Policy takes effect for the 2018-19 school year. ASFS must be 

granted permission to use the TWO buildings on this site closest to Hayes Park (east side of the 

Buck site).  One could hold classroom space while the other building (the gymnastics center) 

could be converted to gymnasium/multipurpose space.  You must consider this proposal so 

ASFS can explore these scenarios more deeply. x x schools

Buck - Having a storage building so close to Quincy Street creates an unnecessary eyesore in a 

residential neighborhood.  No objection if placed towards the rear of the lot where it will not be 

visible. x x land swap

Buck - I have similar negative views on this plan as with Scenario A.   Why would you give 

away such valuable land to Arcland?  The economics of this are beyond dumb.  The other uses 

are decidedly inappropriate for the location.  Kill this scenario. x x land swap

BUCK - the addition of "Passive/Recreation Open Space." x x open space

Buck APS swing space: ASFS needs this site to meet our children's needs now but it needs two 

buildings here.  Long term, we need to get a school sited on this .   Please work with the 

requisite school groups to make this happen.  



WRT to Buck ... ZERO - this is horrible idea x x schools

Buck D:  Nice to have some green space/parkland there.  Otherwise, None. x x open space

Buck property - The is the worse option. The ARCLAND self storage in the front of the 

property is terrible. x x land use

Buck property: (i) as noted earlier, the Arcland proposal needs to be rejected as dramatically 

limiting future uses of property, (ii) does not include, and with Arcland proposal, will preclude 

presumably permanently, any material expansion of Hayes Park





Carlin Springs: (i) per above, need to explain why existing building cannot be repurposed; (ii) 

unclear why "unprogrammed paved space" is being retained rather than turning into parkland x x x land swap

Buck property: (i) resizes two buildings but reuse of building closest to Hayes park precludes 

important expansion of that park; (ii) includes buffer for neighborhood



Carlin Springs; (i) appears to include protection of existing open space easements and rpa areas 

but unclear from map since applicable areas not designated x x x reuse

Buck Scenario D:   I support the position of the Science Focus PTA. x x schools



Scenario D Comments Stregths Challenges Buck Carlin Springs Tag

BUCK:

- The proposed uses for this prime piece of real estate are ludicrous, particularly given the 

expensive $30 million price tag. 



- It's incredulous that the County would even contemplate swapping a piece of this centrally-

located property so that a private developer can build a 6-7 story CubeSmart, benefitting only 

itself.  Aren't there building height restrictions for this piece of land given its location?!  

  - What an eyesore for this location, nestled in between a school, park, and residences.  The 

traffic that a 24/7/365 self-storage facility could generate is also a concern for Quincy St, not to 

mention the noise and lighting that would impact the adjacent residents.  

  ** The risks are too grave and the cost is too high for the County to give up any rights to that 

portion of the property, plus losing the flexibility to use the property for other County or APS 

purposes in the long-run.  Furthermore, the developer could very well turn around in so many 

years and develop who knows what on that piece of valuable land.  This decision should be a 

no-brainer for the County.  DO THE RIGHT THING!



- Bus storage (of any kind) is inappropriate for a residential neighborhood, particularly when 

it's located next to a park - in part due to the environmental concerns (excess pollution, noise, 

hours of use, etc.).  Also, given the location on an already heavily-trafficked, 2-lane road 

(Quincy St.), the increase in bus traffic poses concerns regarding excessive traffic congestion 

and pedestrian/bicyclist safety.



- Concerns surround the Police Emergency Vehicles and the Fire Reserve Vehicles - what are 

the times of use?  Frequency of use?  Does this raise increased safety concerns for neighbors? x land swap

Buck:

The swap is a horrific financial package for the County and terrible waste of funds



Severally limits - if not precluding forever - future uses more appropriate for the residents 



Can't' rationalize how the county grossly ignores the Zoning Ordinance, GLUP and NCP which 

all state residential use is what should be here. Not storage, etc. x x flexibilty 



Scenario D Comments Stregths Challenges Buck Carlin Springs Tag

Bus parking should be considered in a bordering county.



Office of EM can be in housed in a vertical building or smaller lot.  Has the county considered 

vacant corporate buildings or the Lee Hwy sites that are proposed in the VHC land swap?



The Buck site should include fields and green space.  W&amp;L is expanding and the Lee 

Hwy corridor will need 2 new elementary schools in less than 10 years.  We will also need a 

new comprehensive high school in the next 15 years and the CS site should be considered. x x bus parking

Carlin Springs Road can be very congested.  I cannot expect this plan to alleviate that problem 

with all of these vehicles coming and going. x x

neighborhood impact-

traffic

Challenges is currently ASFS has trailers and it is challenging for kids to walk outside in 

winter weather, rain etc. to go into the main building for lunch etc.  Expanding ASFS on Buck 

property is even a further distance for the school to manage this and the kids to feel like a 

cohesive school community. x x schools

Does not address the expansion and flexibility needs of Arlington Science Focus Elementary 

school which requires additional space to cope with growing enrollment and the effects of the 

new enrollment and transfers policy. x x schools

Does not include option to move Kenmore Middle School to this location. Presentation does 

not appear to include the need for a new comprehensive high school among the County's 10-

year needs.  Instead, it appears that the only needs identified are construction of one new 

elementary school (when the need will likely be 3-4 more plus at least one more middle school 

in addition to Stratford), expansion of the Career Center, and addition of 1300 seats (which is 

merely a stopgap measure that will not be sufficient much beyond the date these seats become 

available). If that is correct, this is a major flaw in the process. x x schools

Does not include school use. x schools

For Buck. Arcland building would block future going over 66.  Would be better to place 

building south where existing buildings is. For Carlin building would be betterin top corner x x flexibilty 

Given the space challenges currently facing Arlington Science Focus School (ASFS), it would 

be a shame not to accommodate this growth in a space with only a public park separating the 

school and the available lot.  ASFS is currently busting out at the seams, filling trailers, and 

has lost playground space to the growth. ASFS is proposed to be a neighborhood school, which 

could expand the number of eligible children, currently limited by lottery. Given this 

opportunity, ASFS expansion needs should be taken into account before the scenarios are 

developed.



I am not certain that a self storage facility is appropriate in between two schools. x x schools

Giving land to a storage facility?  Really?  Who thinks this is a good idea?  And building a 

whole new building for vehicle storage?  Build a school, put storage under, or next to it.  Don't 

waste this precious space on limited uses. x x co-location



Scenario D Comments Stregths Challenges Buck Carlin Springs Tag

Good green space (path from street) on Buck space. Not enough to ASFS for expansion. x x open space

I really do not like the self-storage in the front of the property - too visible. It affects the 

neighborhood feeling - this is a place for single family homes and a school - not an industrial 

area. It makes the area feel transient and industrial. Do not sell the Buck land. x x land use

I support an office of fire logistics because it helps the surrounding neighborhood and won't 

add burdensome traffic to Carlin Springs road. x x land use

I understand the importance of Arlington police having adequate facilities. x land use

I would like to see the Buck Property used for a space that the community could use rather than 

for storing vehicles which could be located at the outskirts of the county. The Carlin Springs 

property is needed for APS -- it is one of the only large spaces left and the system is getting 

bigger. x x land use

In the Buck Property scenario, the ART Bus Parking makes me very concerned about increased 

traffic along N. Quincy Street, where traffic is already a serious problem.  I also don't like the 

land swap with Arcland because I think it will limit the County's flexibility in determining 

future use of this space. x x

neighborhood impact-

traffic

Let me first note that this "Scenario Feedback Form" is almost indecipherable to someone not 

versed on the details of county planning.  This is typical of "the Arlington Way":  Seek input 

from the community but do it in such a way that only activists can participate.  This is an 

ongoing disappointment. That said,  I will cut to the bottom line and repost this in the 

"Challenges" section of each of the scenarios.  



Arlington Science Focus School (ASFS) is facing significant overcrowding, which will only 

get worse after the latest school board vote passing a new Enrollment and Transfer Policy.  It is 

of critical importance that ASFS have sufficient space to house its students.  It is already 

unacceptable that so many students in Arlington (and at ASFS, specifically) attend classes in 

trailers.  Insufficient classroom space and overcrowding impacts the desirability of Arlington 

as a place for families to live, and risks diminishing property values and county revenue over 

time.  None of the scenarios proposed provide sufficient space for ASFS to expand to handle 

the influx of new students that will occur when the new Options and Transfer Policy takes 

effect for the 2018-2019 school year.  JFAC needs to consider using the TWO buildings on this 

site closest to Hayes Park (east of the Buck site).  One could hold classroom space while the 

other (the gymnastics center) could be converted to a gymnasium / multipurpose space.  



It should not be lost on you that the ASFS community is both vocal and sophisticated.  Local 

politicians who ignore its demands do so at their peril.  Do not test us on this point. x x schools



Scenario D Comments Stregths Challenges Buck Carlin Springs Tag

My children attend Arlington Science Focus School (ASFS), which is on a nearly-adjoining lot 

to the Buck site.  ASFS is seriously overburdened, in terms of space and facilities,  and I 

understand that that will become worse with the transition to being considered a neighborhood 

school.  The Buck site already has buildings that would be very useful to Arlington Public 

Schools (APS) in dealing with their ever-worse capacity problems.  I would like to see at least 

a part of the Buck site put to use in alleviating  the APS capacity problems and improving my 

children's educational experience. x x schools

Need two eastern buildings at Buck for APS and field space for APS.

Need to expand Hayes Park

Why is there so much passive space at Carlin Springs and nothing at Buck?

The Arcland swap is an incredibly short-sighted and illogical option

What a waste of an awesome piece of property.  I really expected more thoughtful 

consideration.

Fail! You need to start over.

Not consistent with neighborhood.  Not consistent with GLUP.  Not consistent with NCP.

I pity the JFAC members who have their names associated with these proposals--can any 

member actually say they would accept these if they lived anywhere in proximity to these 

sites? x x land use

No - The Buck property must be used for Arlington Public Schools.  It is centrally located 

exactly where there is a shortage of school seats at both the elementary and high school level.  

There is no APS elementary school between here and Rosslyn, and yet that is the fastest 

growing area with the most families coming in. The county has just adopted changes that will 

make Science Focus the MOST overcrowded elementary school in the county, and it has the 

SMALLEST physical footprint to work with.  The Buck lot must be used to expand Science 

Focus.  It also makes not sense to use this lot for vehicle parking when it sits between two 

schools (ASFS and W/L) and adjacent to a very active park for small children.  Please use this 

property to expand our schools. x x schools

No strengths.  See Scenario A notes above. x

None of these scenarios incorporates the desperate needs of APS for schools and fields and 

facilities.  Schools have to be where there is need, police impound lots are supposed to be on 

the outskirts of town where land is cheap. WHY IS THERE NO SCENARIO THAT 

INCORPORATES A NEW ELEMENTARY SCHOOL?  The JFAC has proposed using part of 

that site for an upper elementary school for ASFS or as a new stand alone school.  This 

proposal must be given equal weight that other county proposal are getting. x schools

None-NO strengths x

None-NO strengths x

None-NO strengths x

None-NO strengths x



Scenario D Comments Stregths Challenges Buck Carlin Springs Tag

None-NO strengths x

None-NO strengths x

None-NO strengths x

OEM can surely go into any office space in the county -- what about Crystal City or Rosslyn 

where there are high vacancy rates?  Schools are far less flexible.  All this paved parking - can 

we not stack up parking somehow?  Big fields of asphalt lots ought to be phased out! x land use-alternative

Please consider including the needs of Arlington Science Focus School in this scenario for the 

Buck Property - it would greatly benefit ASFS to have the ability to expand the school as we 

add more kids from Key over the coming years.  Thank you! x schools

Possibly least environmental impact to the park. 

The presence of police would enhance safety in the park and neighbourhood.  

Best option for an already very congested street. Will not add traffic during peak hours. x land use

Recently Arlington County School Board voted to make ASFS a neighborhood school and Key 

an option school.  This was without taking into consideration that ASFS sits in the middle of 

Taylor school zone, which will need to be rezoned ASFS.  Additionally, there is no school to 

the East to accommodate the shift for Key students.  Therefore, the Buck property would be 

ideal for ASFS to expand.  Specifically, ASFS would need multiple buildings on this site 

closest to Hayes Park (east side of the Buck site).  This could be used as an upper grade 

campus, classroom, space, gymnasium, or what ever is deemed most optimal to accommodate 

the expected increase in capacity that ASFS will face starting in 2018/2019. x x schools

Recognizes school space needed on Buck. Greenway along Buck. x x schools

Reuses existing buildings x reuse

Scenario D Strengths x

See challenges section below. x

See scenario A x

The only positives of these plans is that there is less intensity for the locations. x and use

The scenario takes all the worst ideas for the sites and places them together!  At Buck property, 

use prioritizes private development, via ARCLAND self-storage, over needs of APS students. 

APS use is for bus parking (lease back area - not sure what that means!), when W-L field space 

or other APS building opportunities are needed.  Not clear what all the police and fire and 

EMS operations would entail, but citing directly adjacent to Haynes Park seems incongruent 

with goals of public green space. The Carlin Spring property is is woefully underutilized, with 

no APS presence for building space. x land use



Scenario D Comments Stregths Challenges Buck Carlin Springs Tag

These scenarios do not adequately consider the needs of the school system. We have a 

desperate and immediate need for more schools and fields for those schools (both of which 

uses would also provide huge benefits to the community at large). I like that these options meet 

vehicle storage needs for the county, but I suggest the following: 1) at Buck, build a roof on the 

open air vehicle storage area (which looks like many acres) and put a field on top for school 

(and, secondarily, County) use. APS is about to approve a 700-1300 seat new high school 

across the street. Give them a field!  THERE SHOULD BE ABSOLUTELY NO SELF 

STORAGE OR OTHER COMMERCIAL USE OF THIS SITE. This land is being purchased 

with $30 million of taxpayer money. The use should be 100% for community needs.  2) at 

Carlin Springs, put fields over the vehicle storage and the build a permanent middle school on 

the rest of the property. The County is going to need another middle school in this area very 

soon. You are supposed to be "J"FAC - JOINT. You must be aware of the school capacity 

crisis and upcoming needs. The School Board has requested use of these properties - why aren't 

you providing any permanent school buildings in ANY of your options. You are letting this 

entire county down.  I am particularly upset that the VHC proposal involves tearing down a 

preschool building (one which my own children attended), and thus results in a loss of school 

seats for the county. x land use

This is a problematic solution since the unprogrammed space is “undefined” it could become a 

real nightmare down the road.  That space is also closest to the neighborhood and would have 

the most intense impact on quality of life &amp; property values of the neighborhood. x flexibility 

This is the worst of the scenarios presented.  It prioritizes profit (self storage unit) and 

pavement over our kids.  As a parent of a rising 4th Grader and a rising kindergartener, this 

scenario priorities buses over kids.  Given the recommendation of Dr. Murphy for the hybrid 

location for the 1300 HS seats, it is unthinkable that we would use the Buck property for 

anything other then field space.  Adding an additional 600 students on the Washington and 

Lee, will impact all of the students on that property if we do not prioritize the need for the 

common areas such as field space.  As a taxpayer I am appalled that the county would sell 

badly needed land to make a profit from a self storage unit.



In addition, Carlin Springs is one of the largest available parcels in the county.  I am 

speechless at the thought of using this land for nothing more then an undesignated parking lot.  

Given the dramatic need for school capacity, it is unacceptable to not take full advantage of the 

central location of this property and provide APS the much needed relief.  The use of such a 

large portion of this land for "open space," while a lovely thought, dooms my kids to be 

educated in nothing by trailers or unfathomable class sizes for the rest of their APS careers. x schools

This is the worst scenario.  Too much traffic on Quincy and too much noise and pollution. x

neighborhood impact-

traffic
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This large space sits right in between two public schools - Washington-Lee and Arlington 

Science Focus school.  With the overcrowding and desperate need for space for our schools, 

this seems like it would be a very logical location to help ease the over-capacity issues for 

these two schools.   Why not have W-L expand into the side of the Buck lot that is closest to it, 

and have ASFS use the backside that runs into Hayes Park.  



Also,  while I am a huge lover of green spaces, I feel like adding additional recreational/open 

space here would be senseless considering the area surrounding it has so many green spaces 

and parks already.   A passive, open space does not seem to be the top priority right now for 

this particular area. x schools

Trading off part of the Buck site for self storage is idiotic given the needs for new schools. The 

Buck site is large enough to accommodate a new elementary school, which is listed on the 

slides as a need. This is a site centrally located in a densely populated area of the county, 

which would be ideal for a new elementary school. The Buck and Carlin Springs site uses 

could be addressed on several separate/individual, smaller sites (like the Lee Highway sites for 

the Emergency Management or the Fire Logistics, for example)  that could be much more 

easily acquired by the county. There is a huge need for new schools in Arlington, and very 

little available land of sufficient size to build schools on. There are opportunities with these 

two sites to address the need for new schools, and these large sites are being very poorly used 

in these scenarios to address those needs. x schools

Traffic and many coming to the impound lot. x

neighborhood impact-

traffic

Unknown use of the unprogrammed space is disconcerting. Pollution, noise, and traffic from 

the impound lot would be undesirable for the surrounding neighborhood. x

neighborhood impact-

traffic

Use buck property to expand ASFS x schools

Where is the APS use here, other than bus parking?   No field space or other APS use at the 

Buck Property?  No consideration of a school on the Carlin Springs site?  Why?  With School 

populations skyrocketing, creating a critical need for space that APS does not have, and that 

the County absolutely must make it a high priority to provide, this is a huge flaw that must be 

addressed!  Also, our kids are far more important than a self-storage business. x fields

Why are none of these sites being considered for at least partial APS use - classroom space or 

field space. Particularly with Ed Center having 600-700 more seats and/or a new high school at 

Kenmore in the future and the need to relocate the middle school elsewhere. Buck could 

accommodate field space and overflow classrooms, cafeteria, gym space. Carlin Spribgs could 

accommodate a new middle school. Please don't sacrifice our students for self-storage and bus 

parking. APS has critical needs that cannot be met with its own land and cooperation with the 

county is essential for the future of our public education system in this county. x schools
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Why in the world would you have a self storage building near the biggest HS with a shortage of 

space?  That seems a terrible use of limited space. x land use

Why would you sell to storage and then lease land back? Landlocks the proposed school 

building. Looks like no public rightaway for road from Quincy to back of lot near park. Why 

would Csrlin Spring sit basically underutilized while ASFS needs permanent building on 

Buck? x land swap

Worst of the five scenarios by far. x

Yes x

Yes x
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